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with speech, writing, sitting, &c., &c. The facts seem to
point to the conclusion that habits acquired in one environ-
ment are only practised in another if one of these two
conditions is fulfilled: either the habit is entirely un-
conscious and as much a part of the person's make-up as
the shape of his head, or he has acquired a habit of which
he sees the value, has striven to make it his own and is
anxious to practise it on aH occasions. Thus a girl wishing
to speak well because she thinks it ladylike will speak well
at home even though she is ridiculed.
Hence when we find that practice of an action does not
result in one of these generalized habits that can be relied
on to function under most normal circumstances, we must
try to rouse the urge to acquire it by psychological means.
The most natural way seems to be to live happily with
a community that approves the general attitude and conse-
quently to acquire it almost unconsciously. Man is a
gregarious animal and he displays three marked charac-
teristics of his species. He imitates consciously and uncon-
sciously the actions and thoughts of those around him. Also
he can, as it were, catch feelings from his fellows—if he is
with people who fear the dark, he too will fear it. Thus
we acquire many of our feelings which compel us to act in
definite ways and which characterize our conduct.1 But we
not only get our emotional habits from our surroundings,
we also get ideas. The process by which without rational
ground we accept an idea as true is called suggestion, and it
will be dealt with more fully in a later chapter.2 Here it
must suffice to point out that if suggestion is likely to work
at all, it certainly will with children when the desire to feel,
think and do as their teachers or older friends is very strong.
1 The technical term for the capacity is * sympathetic induction
of emotion *. Animals have it too, and in early days it was of great
ralue to men u*ho must act immediately and on impulse if they
vere to preserve life. See HcDougalTs Social Psychology, p. 92.
* See Ch. X.

